
Pre-k Lesson Plans for Mrs. Barrett and Mrs. Milam for the week of April 6th-9th: 

Monday, April 6th:  

Reading: -Today I am learning to recognize the upper and lowercase letter U and the sound it makes.  

Go to the website https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yWiRgOuaS84 and listen to "The Letter U Song".  

I am also learning about the color purple.  Go to the website 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dkcICPEQVaY and listen to the "Purple Song"  

Worksheet #1: (U - Uppercase U) Trace the letter.  Color the pictures, then cut and paste them in 

the squares. Pictures are (letter U, Umbrella, Up, and Upset). 

Worksheet #2: (Letter U, dab or color) Dab or color the uppercase U and color the U.  

Math: Today I am learning to recognize the #11 and to count 11 objects. Go to the website 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jBJbhu35Ejwand  and listen to "Sesame Street: Lonely Number 

11".  I am also learning about the oval.  Go to the website 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=svRqWFHpv0o and listen to the "Oval Song". 

Worksheet #3: (11, Eleven Seeds) Decorate the scene and add eleven seeds, can be real seeds or 

draw them.  Trace the numerals.   

_______________________________________________________________________ 

Tuesday, April 7th:  

Reading: Today I am continuing to learn about the letter U and the sound it makes.  Go to the website 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yWiRgOuaS84  and sing "The Letter U Song" along with the video.  

Join in and sing the "Purple Song" along with the video  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dkcICPEQVaY .   

Worksheet #1: (U - lowercase u) Trace the letter.  Color the pictures, then cut and paste them in 

the squares.  Pictures are: letter u, uncle, ugli fruit, and under.  

Worksheet #2: (Letter u, dab or color) Dab or color the lowercase u and color the u.  

Worksheet #3: (Purple) Color each picture purple.  Pictures are: grapes, purple crayon, eggplant, and 

verbena flowers.  

Math: Listen to the song and count with the video "Number song 1-20 for children"    

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D0Ajq682yrA Go to the website 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=svRqWFHpv0o and listen to the "Oval Song". 

Review the #11, sing along to "Sesame Street: Lonely Number 11"  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jBJbhu35Ejwand  

_______________________________________________________________________ 
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Wednesday, April 8th:   

Reading: Today I am continuing to learn about the letter U and the sound it makes.  Go to the website 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yWiRgOuaS84 and sing along with "The Letter U Song".  Go to the 

website https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dkcICPEQVaY and sing along to the "Purple Song".   

Worksheet #1: (Under) Trace the upper and lower case letter u and the letter u in the word under.  

Color the table and draw or cut out a picture and put it under the table.  

Worksheet #2: (Unger the upside down unicorn.)  Decorate and cut along all the dotted lines and glue 

Unger the unicorn in the middle of the purple construction paper.  There are 4 pictures that begin 

with U.  Cut along the dotted lines and glue two on each side of Unger.  

Math: Review the #11, sing along with "Sesame Street: Lonely Number 11"   

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jBJbhu35Ejwand.  Also, listen to and count with the video "Big 

Numbers Song | Count to 100 Song"  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bGetqbqDVaA 

Worksheet #3: (11, Eleven Stripes) Decorate the tiger and draw 11 stripes on it.  Trace the numerals. 

_______________________________________________________________________ 

Thursday, April 9th:  

Reading:  Today I am continuing to learn about the letter Uu and the sound it makes.  Go to the 

website https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yWiRgOuaS84 HYPERLINK 

"https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yWiRgOuaS84and" HYPERLINK 

"https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yWiRgOuaS84and" HYPERLINK 

"https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yWiRgOuaS84and"and sing along with "The Letter U Song".  Go 

to the website https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dkcICPEQVaY and sing along to the "Purple Song".   

Worksheet #1: (Unger Likes Umbrellas) - Decorate the umbrella and add raindrops.  Trace the upper 

and lowercase U.  

Worksheet #2: (Umbrella worksheet) Front side, color all the spaces with the letter u and trace the 

u in the word umbrella. Back side, trace all the upper and lower case u's.  

Math: Go to the website https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=svRqWFHpv0o and sing along to the 

"Oval Song".  Also, listen to and count with the video "Big Numbers Song | Count to 100 Song"  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bGetqbqDVaA  

Worksheet #3- (Oval Worksheet) Trace the first oval with your finger and trace the second one 

with a purple crayon.  Color the picture as desired.  

Worksheet #4 - (Sun Catcher - Umbrella) Fine Motor Skills -  Fine motor skills refer to the 

coordination between small muscles, like those of the hands and fingers, with the eyes. Fine motor 

skills involve the small muscles of the body that enable such functions as writing, grasping small 

objects and fastening clothing.  Get a thumbtack, nail, or something with a pointed end.  Put the paper 

on carpet and poke each black dot on the umbrella to make a sun catcher.   
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